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ABSTRACT

Circuit networks are expensive to build, difficult to operate,
fragile, and not easily scalable. Many network operators
would like to carry circuit traffic as an overlay on top of an
IP network. With higher bandwidths, faster routers, and Dif-
ferentiated Services [RFC2474, RFC2475] features in routers,
this is now possible. In this paper we describe a simple set
of mechanisms that are sufficient to allow an IP cloud to
carry circuit replacement traffic. Then, using the framework
of [RFC3086] for describing a Per-Domain Behavior (PDB),
we explain where these mechanisms should be deployed and
quantify how they should be configured in order to construct
the appropriate edge-to-edge behavior. This “Virtual Wire”
(VW) PDB makes it possible to replace dedicated circuits with
IP transport. In the process we attempt to lay to rest two
pieces of QoS mythology: first that a Diffserv approach re-
quires substantial over-provisioning compared to int-serv, and
second that Diffserv quality of service is inherently loose and
not quantitative.

1 BACKGROUND AND

APPLICABILITY

The Internet’s datagram architecture is robust and capable of
carrying a wide range of traffic so many network operators
would like to carry legacy circuit traffic using an inexpensive
IP infrastructure. Today’s large optical bandwidths and high-
speed routers with line-rate differentiated services capabilities
supply the means to do so. Ths paper describes how to config-
ure an IP cloud to deliver the required packet treatment using
Differentiated Services, providing both the mathematical ap-
proach and the resultant recipe for circuit emulation on an IP
network. By circuit emulation, we mean provision of a strictly
bounded rate and delay variation transport.1

1Although voice circuit traffic is typically viewed as “constant rate,” VW
is more general and will deliver a hard bound on jitter for variable rate circuit

1.1 Network requirements

Network hardware has become sufficiently reliable that the
overwhelming majority of network loss, latency and jitter (de-
lay variation) are due to either short-term variation in network
packet queues or routing changes. This paper focuses on con-
figuration to ensure packets of the aggregate see no (or very
small) queues over a time scale on the order of the edge-to-
edge propagation time. The analysis makes three assumptions
on routing: shortest path routing is used, routing is stable on
time scales long compared to the edge-to-edge packet propaga-
tion times, and that all traffic between two points uses the same
route (i.e., no equal cost multi-path, ECMP, splitting)2 The au-
thors have been involved in extensive measurements of large
networks [RTG, FG, SUBMS] that have found them to be quite
stable. For example [FG] continuously measured jitter across
a transcontinental tier 1 network at 1 ms intervals for several
months and found a delay variation of less than one millisec-
ond 99.99% of the time for normal best effort traffic. All of the
observed jitter was due to routing events and those events were
largely due to fixable (and subsequently fixed) router bugs, not
“acts of god.” This routing stability on properly configured
networks lets us focus on the forwarding path configuration of
VW, confident that routing problems will be infrequent enough
to allow Service Level Agreements to be met3.

The importance of time scales is critical when trying to as-
sess how poorly routing must be behaving before VW starts
to misbehave. For example, for a transcontinental emulated
cicuit (100ms end-to-end propagation) to be disrupted 0.01%
of the time, there would need to be a routing flap on the path
used by that circuit every 3 hours. This is several orders of
magnitude worse than the worst we have measured.

traffic as long as the rate stays below a pre-agreed bound. Thus VW handles
silence-suppressed voice, variable-rate video, frame relay, etc.

2The “no ECMP” assumption is made only to simplify the exposition and
is not intrinsic. We briefly discuss the effects of ECMP and how to account
for them later in the paper.

3Only IP routing was measured. The stability and predictability of schemes
such as MPLS is unknown.



1.2 Diffserv use and background

Differentiated Services provides a toolbox and a framework
for delivering a range of treatment to distinct packet traffic
aggregates [RFC2474, RFC2475, DSINT]. It is distinguished
from approaches that are path-oriented and keep state in the
center of the network. Most of the IETF work on Diffserv has
focused on the definition of network node-level components
that enable the differentiation of IP traffic, most notably the
per-hop forwarding behavior (PHB). A PHB only describes
behavior at a single hop, but for a meaningful behavior across
a DS domain, traffic conditioning requirements must be com-
bined with a PHB to deliver a behavior which concatenates and
aggregates. A per-domain behavior (PDB) [RFC3086] is the
technical specification of how to configure a DS domain and
what quantifiable behavior can be expected, i.e. the manner
in which PHBs are configured in thecollectionof nodes that
make up a DS domain and the particular configuration of the
domain’s boundary traffic conditioners. This paper describes
the Virtual Wire (VW) PDB, a scalable, low loss, low latency,
low jitter, hard-limited peak bandwidth, edge-to-edge service
that appears to the endpoints like an unshared, point-to-point
connection or an emulated dedicated link. The development
of this PDB is rooted in our own earlier differentiated services
work [RFC2598, RFC2638, VWID]4, but contains significant
new work and several key departures from past approaches.

A VW PDB is intended to send circuit replacement traf-
fic across a Diffserv network. That is, VW is intended to
mimic, from the point of view of the originating and termi-
nating nodes,the behavior of a hard-wired circuit of some
fixed capacity. It does this in a scalable (aggregatable) way
that doesn’t require ‘per-circuit’ state to exist anywhere but the
ingress and egress routers adjacent to the originator/terminator.
Inside the cloud, or DS domain, packets carrying the circuit
data are only differentiated by the particular traffic aggregate
to which they belong. This PDB should be suitable for any
packetizable traffic that currently uses fixed circuits (e.g., tele-
phony, telephone trunking, broadcast video distribution, leased
data lines) and packet traffic that has similar delivery require-
ments (e.g., IP telephony or video conferencing). This defi-
nition is explicitly for carrying multiple rate circuits and ex-
plicitly network-oriented. The VW PDB major attributes are
a guaranteed peak rate and a bounded jitter. It is possible to
define a PDB with less rigorous requirements and only the
first attribute, a “constant bit-rate” PDB, but this is not our
objective. Three components are required. First, support in
the IP forwarding path of commercial routers. Second, circuit-
to-packet (and packet-to-circuit) conversion appliances at the
edge of the cloud. Finally, specifications relating configuration
and measured parameters of a network and its components to
the rate and jitter bounds that can be provided. This paper

4RFC2598 is not a standards-track document but is referenced here as part
of the authors’ development of the ciruit emulation service.

gives requirements on the first and second and is mainly con-
cerned with the third.

1.3 Related work

Attempts to define a suitable Internet service for “real-time”
traffic predates DiffServ, notably in Golestani’s papers [GOL1,
GOL2] and IntServ’s Guaranteed Quality of Service. The VW
PDB has the same motivation as the Guaranteed Quality of
Service [RFC2212] of the IntServ model, i.e., “datagrams will
arrive within the guaranteed delivery time and will not be dis-
carded due to queue overflows, provided the flow’s traffic stays
within its specified traffic parameters.” However, the method
of specification and delivery of this guarantee is quite differ-
ent, being defined on a network domain, rather than a path, and
not requiring signaling or state in the network interior. Further,
the VW PDB is deliberately a low jitter service, designed for
a much simpler and network-oriented implementation, requir-
ing fewer features in the interior routers of a network while the
IntServ Guaranteed Quality of Service puts a set of complex
requirements on all network elements.

The VW PDB is more a descendant of Golestani’s work than
IntServ. [GOL2] identified some problems of aggregation and
sending circuit traffic on packet networks. However, the ap-
proach to bounding jitter required re-timing at all the interior
network nodes which is unnecessarily conservative. Though
this approach leads to long delays and difficult scheduler im-
plementations, it is a forerunner to our work in showing that
timing windows do not have to be rigidly synchronized, but
instead can be made to obey some other constraints. However,
Golestani’s conclusion was that control at the edge was not
sufficient and that “more elaborate controls” were necessary
and this paper shows that only a separate queue is required in
addition to edge controls.

More recent work on the “hose” model [HOSE] also has the
goal of providing performance assurances (specifically Service
Level Agreements) at a traffic level that is more general than
point-to-point. The VW PDB’s performance bounds are more
general than that of a hose, being defined on the entire network
cloud, at the same time allowing for the use of more specific
information to give tighter bounds, e.g., to a particular hose.

Mercankosk realized that an early document on VW [VWID]
provided a context for his work on the theory of circuit emu-
lation. His subsequent technical report and paper [VWANAL]
is a good complement to this paper since it covers much of the
same ground from a formal theoretical perspective rather than
our more operational focus.

Our initial description of the Expedited Forwarding Per-Hop
Behavior [RFC2598] appeared to confuse some readers and
we agreed that it should be clarified. An excellent descrip-
tion, available as the Delay Bound (DB) PHB [RFC3248],



was developed by a group under charter of the Diffserv work-
ing group. Simultaneously an independent group developed a
specification for a new behavior, substantially different from
the one described in [RFC2598], and requested that it be given
the name and code point of EF. The working group voted to
do this and the “new EF” is described in [RFC3246]. Subse-
quently there have been a number of publications on this EF
PHB but these are not relevant here for two reasons. First, fo-
cusing on isolated per-node forwarding behavior tends to ob-
scure the different and difficult effects of aggregation and tran-
sit that arise when one tries to compose node behaviors to con-
struct a network service; the focus of this paper is constructing
such a service. Second, [RFC3246] does not meet the primary
objective of [RFC2598] which was to provide a building block
that could be used to construct a VW PDB. [RFC3246] insuf-
ficiently constrains forwarding behavior in that it is possible
to have a router behave in a way that exactly meets the formal
requirements of [RFC3246]’s Section 2.2, eq_1 to eq_4, but
violates properties essential to the implementation of VW.5

Rather than attempt to define additional restrictions on the EF
PHB of [RFC3246], the VW PDB should use the Delay Bound
PHB described in [RFC3248]. A specification of the forward-
ing behavior required is given in 3.2 for completeness. A CS
PHB [RFC2474] should also be configurable to the specifica-
tion.

2 CHARACTERIZING VIRTUAL WIRE

DELAY AND ITS VARIATION

There is much prior work showing that such circuit traffic as
voice and video is feasible on packet networks with sufficient
average bandwidth to handle the data rate. Applications for the
MBone, a large scale experiment in sending audio and video
on the open Internet [MBONE, VIC] , removed the timing dis-
tortion from delay variation across the Internet by measuring
the worst case jitter (difference between maximum and mini-
mum delays) and using this to set a play-out delay at the egress.
One surprise was how large this delay needed to be, often sev-
eral seconds. Delays this large are unacceptable for many cir-
cuit applications, thus we need to understand why the jitter can

5For example, in the next section we show that jitter can grow quite large
when packets of a VW flow queue behind other packets of the same flow. The
DB PHB [RFC3248] precludes this by characterizing the ingress to egress
behavior of a router in terms of a configured rateR such that if packets arrive
at a rate strictly less thanR no queue will form. The new EF [RFC3246]
has a similarR but lacks the “no queue” guarantee. To see this, consider
an output interface where packets of fixed length 1 arrive at constant rateR.
Thus [RFC3246]’s eq_4 for target departure time will beFj = Fj−1 +1/R or
Fj = j/R. Let the first packet depart atD1 = F1 and all subsequent packets be
delayed byEp then depart at constant rateR. ThusD j = Fj +Ep = j/R+Ep

for j > 1 and sinceD0 = 0, the average departure rate of the aggregate is just
j/D j or j

j/R+Ep
= R(1+ REp/ j)−1 which is strictly less thanR for all j > 1

sinceEp > 0 for any physically realizable router. Thus the average arrival rate
exceeds the average departure rate at all times afterj = 1 and a queue will
form.

Every Tj
packetize
and inject
one frame

Every Tj
unpacketize
one frame

Ingress j Egress j

Ddomain

Figure 1: Circuit transport across an IP domain

grow so large and how to constrain it. This requires specifying
the components of a VW PDB.

A VW PDB is characterized by specific properties of the do-
main on which it is configured: a (peak) rateRvw (for a maxi-
mum packet size,Smax, whereSmax≤MTU) supportable with-
out loss and a delay variation bound. The service offered to a
particular circuit should be stated in terms of its rate and delay
or, alternatively, the rate and a jitter bound. Constraints on the
rates that may feasibly be allocated to individual circuits using
the VW PDB (e.g., maximum, minimum, limits at particular
ingress/egress links, maximum packet size) are also properties
of a specific domain. (Herejitter refers to delay variation ref-
erenced against a fixed clock, not variation in delay between
pairs of packets, or inter-arrival jitter.) An emulated circuit is
characterized by a particular ingress, a particular egress, a peak
rate, and a maximum packet size. The termVW flowwill be
used to describe the packets of one emulated circuit. Note that
this definition of flow covers the range from a single microflow
(e.g., a single phone call) to an aggregation of microflows en-
tering at a single ingress (e.g., a trunk of calls). A VW flow is
the stream of packets that enters the network edge compliant
to one particular rate shaping and represents a single allocation
“unit.”

Figure 1 illustrates the transport of an emulated circuit on an
IP cloud. An ingress appliance packetizes a frame of the input
circuit everyTj and sendspckti . It has durationS

B whereS is
the packet size andB is the link bandwidth and this width must
be≤ Tj . For each ingress, there is a maximum permissible
packet size,Sj which cannot exceed the VW PDB maximum
permissible packet sizeSmax.

Designating as zero the time the first packet enters the domain,
pckti enters at timei ·Tj

6. Eachpckti must receive at least rate
Rj , including the packetizing overhead. The ingress boundary
of the network is at the entrance to the first network element,
after the packetizing function.Sj , the maximum number of
bytes of data emulated circuit or ingressj may send into the
domain duringTj , is upper bounded by an MTU, though a
smaller upper bound is possible (e.g., voice). At the egress,
packets are played out onto the output wire one frame each

6Bounds on the actual timing required are made explicit in 3.1.



Tj at the circuit’s rate. The egress boundary is at the exit of
the last network element on the path; specifically, the play-out
buffer, which absorbs variation in delay, is not considered part
of the network cloud.

Inside the network, the packets of the VW PDB are not dis-
tinguished by their ingress or egress, but are said to belong to
the VW Traffic Aggregate (TA), the collection of packets that
have been admitted to the VW PDB.

The attributes of a VW PDB on any DS domain will be a
function of both hardware limitations of that network and of
configuration decisions. The former can be measured but not
changed. The latter represent a trade-off between the range
of feasibility determined by the hardware properties and deci-
sions or requirements on the service levels to be offered and
number of customers and requires looking inside the cloud.
This paper aims to clarify and quantify these trade-offs.

2.1 Delay along the route

There are four main contributors to packet delay.Tj is the
framing time or time between packetized frames of an emu-
lated circuit. Next,Ddomain, the IP cloud delay from first byte
entering till first byte emerging and including physical me-
dia propagation delays, packet forwarding delays, and queu-
ing delay. This can be written asDdomain= Dmin + J where
J ∈ [0,Dmax−Dmin], that is,Ddomain takes on values between
Dmin andDmax, the maximum possible delay. The maximum
jitter or delay variation bound isJmax = Dmax−Dmin Third,
dbu f f er, play-out buffer delay, removes delay variation by hold-
ing the first packet≥ Jmax and includes the time for the com-
plete packet to arrive at the buffer,

Sj
B (B is the link bandwidth).

Fourth is the packetizing and depacketizing overheads, if any.
This overhead is external to the network and can be subsumed
into the play-out delay so is disregarded in the rest of this docu-
ment. All parameters except forJ depend solely on the current
state of technology and are taken as given for VW PDB con-
struction. Delay for each sample of emulated circuitj being
carried across the IP cloud can be written as:

delay(samplei) = Tj +Di +dbu f f er (1)

whereDi is the value ofDdomainseen bypckti . Herej pertains
to a particular VW flow andi to a particular packetized sample
of the flow.

An egress appliance perfectly synchronized with the ingress
could begin to transmit the contents of the play-out bufferDmax

after the first packet was sent and play-out would proceed at
the minimum delay to remain gap-free. Such synchronization
is complex and expensive; instead, the arrival of the first packet
at the egress is used to define the clocking. As long as the clock
is started a sufficient delay after reception of the first packet,
there will be no gaps at the output wire, and all bytes will have

0
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Figure 2: Transit time variation and egress re-timing

been delayed by the same amount. The delay of the first packet
must be within the rangeDmin to Dmax, so assumeDmin, and
hold it for (at least)Jmax after its arrival to accommodate any
subsequent arrival of a maximally delayed packet7. A play-out
delay ofJmaxminimizes overall delay and buffer requirements.
Actual delay is withinJmax of the synchronized case, since
Jmax≤ D0−Dmin . Then for a packet crossing the network:

delay(packeti) = Dmin+Ji +
Sj

B
(2)

2.2 Delay variation

As routing changes occur on much larger timescales than inter-
packet times, consider a network where routing is stable and
all delay variation is due to interference with other traffic that
causes variable waiting or queuing time along the path. Delay
can be split into two terms, one due to all the other traffic in the
network and one from earlier packets of the VW flow carrying
the circuit. Letdi be the delay seen bypckti as it crosses an
IP cloud from edge to edge,all i the delay due to interference
with all other traffic andfwd, the sum of the all the constant
forwarding delays experienced along the path, and,α, a se-
quential delivery constraint that contributes some fraction of
the previous packet’s delay:

di = α ·di−1 +all i + f wd (3)

which has a solution [DIFFEQ]di = C ·αi + all i+ f wd
1−α whereC

is a constant. Ifα = 1, delay grows without bound, but this
only occurs if the arrival rate exceeds the network capacity.
The solution is bounded forα < 1, though the values ofdi can
grow rapidly and quite large with increasing time samples,i,
particularly forα > 0.5, accounting for the large delays seen
in the MBone. The smallest variation in delay occurs when
α = 0 anddi = all i + f wd, i.e., subsequent packets of a VW
flow cannot queue behind earlier packets, so that packeti of a
VW flow never queues behind packeti-1 for all i.

2.3 Packet shadows and maximum flow rate

Packets of each ingress or emulated circuit can be associated
with ashadow packetacross the domain where each shadow’s

7If packets vary in size, the first packet must be held for an additional
Sj−Si
Bmin

to account for later arrivals of maximum sized packets,Sj . This can be ignored
in later derivations.



right hand boundary corresponds to a packet launch time from
at its ingress and the shadow’s current location bounds the lo-
cation of the physical packet at the current time. The shadow
takesDmin to transit the cloud and the start of each subsequent
packet, sentTj after the previous one, must remain withinJmax

of the front of its shadow as it transits the cloud. Recall that
Sj is the maximum number of bytes of data emulated circuit
or ingressj may send into the domain duringTj (the maximum
packet size), and that each packet (including overhead) must
receive at least rateRj . The packet shadow’s durationTj is
defined and lower bounded by:

Tj =
Sj

Rj
≥ Jmax+

Smax

Bmin
(4)

and the number of these spanning the domain isDmin/Tj . If the
shadow’s duration is long enough to accommodate all forward-
ing path jitter plus the duration of the physical packet at any
link, shadowswill not experience any variation in their delay.
When a shadow’s left hand boundary has reached a location,
the physical packet must also have reached that location. A
physical packet completely arrives at the egress applianceDi

after its launch time into the cloud plus
Sj
B , the packet time on

the cloud’s internal link(s). The smallest possibleTj for a do-
main determines the largest allocatable rate on the domain, a
shadow size constraint

Rmax=
Smax

Tmin
, Tmin = Jmax+

Smax

Bmin
. (5)

where Rmax is the largest possible value for any Rj on the do-
main. The leading edge of the shadow packet of flow jthat
enters the domain ati ·Tj arrives atE at i ·Tj +Dmin; all pack-
ets arrive at the egress withinJmax of this leading edge. This is
not a constraint on inter-arrival time; physical packets can ar-
rive separated by more thanTj and still be completely received
at E before needed to transmit (see for example packets 4 and
5 in figure 2).

The total rate allocation available for the VW PDB on the do-
main is defined asRvw, where∑ j Rj ≤ Rvw andRmax≤ Rvw.
There must be aTvw the minimum time window over which
Rvw must not be exceeded. If we defineSvw as the maximum
number of VW PDB bytes that can be sent into the domain
during intervalTvw, then we have∑ j Sj ≤ Svw andRvw = Svw

Tvw
.

2.4 VW rates for α = 0 and no non-VW traffic

Requiring that physical packets must (completely) depart each
node before the trailing edge of their shadows ensuresα = 0
in eqn 3. Assuming that VW flows enter a domain with the
timing requirements above, this section uses packet networks
carrying only VW traffic and shows how to enforceα = 0 to
illustrate concepts and develop intuition.

...
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Figure 3: Service order independence for VW flows

2.4.1 When the wire is not virtual

A single packetized circuit on a wire. If the domain con-
sists of a wire of capacityB, B≥ Rj , the physical packet con-
taining the original circuit data remains at the front of each
shadow.Ddomain is the wire’s propagation delay,Dprop, and,
with a packet’s origin time, locates the packet:pckti exits at
i ·Tj +Dprop. Transmission begins

Sj
B after each packet begins

to arrive.

Multiple circuits of the same rate. For B sufficiently larger
than Rj , a wire can carry multiple packetized circuits. Fig-
ure 3 shows three independent emulated circuits (light gray,
black and dark gray) of the same rate,Rj wheren ·Rj ≤ B.
Tj = Tmin andSj = Smax for all j. If the circuits have worst-case
phasing, one packet from each stream arrives simultaneously
at I. Even if the output link scheduler makes a random choice
of which packet to send from the VW TA queue, no packet
will get pushed outside its window,Tmin. NodeI ships a dif-
ferent perturbation of the three customer aggregate in every
window yet this has no effect on the edge-to-edge VW prop-
erties. It doesn’t matter what order the packetized circuits are
served at the ingress node as long as the egress node holds the
first packet of the circuit for at least the domain jitter window,
Jmax= 2· S

B = Tmin− S
B. For this domain,Tmin is 3· S

B.

Multiple circuits with different rates. The wire carries three
packetized circuits, each with a different rateRj and a dif-
ferentTj . All have the same value forS andR1 = 2 ·R0 and
R2 = 3 · R0. The time to send a physical packet isS

B and
T0 = 12· S

B, T1 = 6 · S
B, andT2 = 4 · S

B. Delay variation comes
only from differences in scheduling delays while one of the
other packetized circuits is being launched onto the internal
wire, thusJmax = 2 · S

B. Maximal jitter occurs when packet
arrivals are aligned and the service order randomly permutes,
e.g., first serving 0− 1− 2 and next 1− 2− 0. Circuits are
reconstructed by holding the first packet of each circuit for
Jmax. For circuit 2, the play-out buffer will sometimes hold
more than one packet; this does not violate the requirement
that a physical packet arrive at a time no later than the arrival
of the shadow. To maintainα = 0, no other VW flows can be
added, since circuit 2’s incoming packets could meet its pre-
vious packet at the ingress queue. The smallest possibleTj is



3· S
B, as in the previous example. Although each emulated cir-

cuit has a different rate and a different sized shadow packet,
each shares the sameJmax and each maintains the arrival of its
packet flow without timing gaps independently from the other.
Further, timing alignment between the flows is completely im-
material, givingjitter independencebetween the flows.

Though the two examples have the sameTmin, efficiency is
lost with mixed rates and the requirement thatα=0. That is,
without synchronization on the framing, the total bytes sent
during anyTmin must maintainSvw = ∑ j Sj ≤ Tmin

Bmin
. This is

equivalent to allocating the maximum rate,Rj = Smax
Tmin

to all
VW flows even though, as in this case, some of them may be
operating at a lower rate. Methods of recapturing some lost
efficiency (without time synchronization) will be discussed in
later sections.

2.4.2 Transiting a multi-hop packet network

Delay variation is increased due to encountering other traffic
at each hop that can further move a physical packet around
with respect to the boundaries of its shadow. A packet network
may carry many VW flows using the VW PDB. Every link of
the domain must have VW bandwidth available equal to or
exceeding the maximum amount of VW TA that may transit
it. To simplify terminology, we confine ourselves to the case
where any link of the domain might need to carry the entire
VW TA, Rvw = Σn

j=1Rj .

For heterogeneous link bandwidths, a physical packet duration
varies as it crosses the network, never smaller thanTmin. Thus
the VW aggregate must receive at leastRvw on every internal
link over the timeTmin. The maximum rate that can be as-
signed to a VW flow isRmax = Smax

Tmin
. For multiple VW flows

of different rates,Rj , and forBvwl , the amount of bandwidth
reserved for the VW aggregate on linkl:

Rvw = Σn
j=1Rj ≤ Bvwl . (6)

Tmin defines the smallest time frame during which we can send
no more than the amount of VW data which the domain can
handle,Svw. Let Bmin be the smallestBvwl . Then with VW
traffic alone, theshadow size constraintis Tmin = Svw

Bmin
.

2.4.3 A shadow frame,Tvw

Tvw was previously defined as the minimum time window over
which Rvw must not be exceeded. During eachTvw, the sum
of all the emulated circuits’ individual packets must not ex-
ceedSvw, a constraint which must be enforced on the domain’s
boundary. This leads us to further generalizeTvw as theshadow
frame, similar in function to a TDM timing frame in which
individual circuits are allocated particular time slots. Unlike
a TDM system, there is no need to enforce a relative timing

reference on the various emulated circuits in the domain. In-
stead, we require that∑ j Rj ≤ Rvw and∑ j Sj ≤ Svw. Although
it does not have a synchronized timing reference across all en-
try points of the domain boundary, shadow frames are all the
same duration and consist of the jitter due to the VW TA, the
jitter from servicing packets of other traffic aggregates, and the
transmission time of the packet.

Enforcement ofα = 0 in eqn 3 requires thatminjTj ≥ Tvw≥
Tmin (Tmin as in eqn 5). As a result, any VW flow can haveat
mostone packet in a shadow frame and all flows are allocated
a “slot” in Tvw, whether they use it or not. Section 2.6 presents
approaches to increasing the efficiency thus lost.

2.5 VW in general networks

2.5.1 Adding non-VW traffic

In eqn 3all i includes both the delay due to non-VW traffic
aggregates, and the delay due to packets of the VW traffic ag-
gregate. The jitter due to variation in these delay values is
from the point of view of packets of the VW TA:other jitter
caused by a VW packet queuing for packets of non-VW traf-
fic aggregates andself jitter caused by queuing behind another
VW packet, from the same VW flow or another VW flow. The
worst case values for each of these makes up theJmax term
in eqn 5, determining the minimum size shadow frame and
thus the maximum rate that can be supported on the domain.
Rewrite the jitter window constraint as:

Tvw≥ Jmaxother +Jmaxsel f +
Smax

Bmin
(7)

2.5.2 Edge constraints: policing the ingress

The definition ofTvw requires that no more thanSvw bytes
enter the domain during any shadow frame. A packet that
would cause violation of this requirement will be discarded.
From section 2.4.3, enforcement of this requirement can be
distributed among then VW flows by enforcing a rate limitRj

over durationTj for each VW flowj, e.g. by strictly policing
the jth ingress to packets no larger thanSj spaced at intervals
Tj . A precise definition of this edge constraint is given in sec-
tion 3.1 to use in implementing traffic conditioning.

2.5.3 Required per-hop behavior

The departure rate for the VW TA on all network links must
be≥Rvw overTvw. Conceptually, a scheduler where the queue
holding the VW aggregate gets a token good forSvw bytes ev-
eryTvw suffices; at the time granularity ofTvw, the VW TA can
always get theSvw bytes out. We call this generalized forward-
ing behaviorvirtual priority. A wide range of packet scheduler



implementations can be configured this way, some more effec-
tive in providing small jitter values than others.

For any output link packet scheduler, there is ascheduler cy-
cle time,τcycle, between initial service times of the VW TA’s
queue.τcycle is made up of the time the scheduler spends ser-
vicing the VW queue,τvw, and the time the scheduler is pre-
empted (from the point of view of the VW TA) by non-VW
traffic. For a particular output linkl, τcyclel = τotherl + τvwl .
For a work conserving scheduler,τcycle can vary between 0
and an upper bound imposed by the scheduler’s characteris-
tics and configuration: we are interested in the upper bound.
The cycle time imposes a constraint onTvw. During each cy-
cle, the scheduler sendsτvw/Bl bytes of the VW TA. Ifk is the
minimum number of worst case cycles (maximum time ser-
vicing other queues and the minimum time servicing theVW
queue) it takes to sendSvw bytes, thenTvw ≥ k · τcyclewhere
Svw/Rvw≤ Tvw. Note thatτvw is always long enough to send at
least one packet.

2.5.4 Determining self jitter

Packets of the same VW flow.A packet can only be jittered
by packets of its own VW flow if a previous packet hasn’t com-
pletely departed at the time a packet arrives. Since a VW flow
enters the domain with strictly enforced rateRj (over dura-
tion Tj ) and must receive at least that rate on every link inside
the domain, for two packets of the same VW flow to meet,
the departure rate on some link must be less thanRj overTj .
Eqn 6 requires the departure rate for all links≥ Rvw during
Tvw so proper VW configuration will not allow this condition;
no statement can be made for a misconfigured network. Thus
each packet of a VW flow has a variation within the shadow
frame that is independent of the other packets in the flow.

Packets of other VW flows.Using the results of section 2.4.1
and eqn 5 allows multiple VW flows to be transparently ag-
gregated into a single VW PDB. In the case where the VW
PDB is made up ofn VW flows, the worst possible self-queue
occurs if packets of alln arrive simultaneously at some output
link. Enforcing the jitter window constraint onTvw includes
the maximum variation in time displacement any VW packet
can experience, thenno new packets from any VW flow can
arrive for at least timeTvw. At the end of this time, there can
only be packets left in the VW TA’s queue if the queue’s depar-
ture rate is less thanRvw over this time scale,Tvw. This violates
eqn. 6.

Strict ingress policing combined with eqns 4 and 6 prevents a
packet of a VW flow from being delayed by a packet of any
other VW flow more than once. Thus theworst caseself-
jitter caused by aggregation is a linear function of the num-
ber of VW flows in the aggregate that is independent of topol-

ogy. The self-jitter that a particular VW flow can encounter is
bounded by:

Jsel f( j) ≤ (k · τcycle−
Sj

Bmin
) (8)

wherek · τcycleis the time to clear the VW queue after simulta-
neous arrival of then packets when there is a backlog ofother
traffic, k≤ n. Additional restrictions on the maximum number
of VW flows that can share node output links would lead to a
smaller upper bound onk.

Self jitter is bounded by the number of separate rate allocations
or emulated circuits in the domain. Worst case self-jitter is a
domainattribute that can be stated without reference to the
detailed interior structure of the domain.

2.5.5 Determining jitter from other TAs

Varying levels of non-VW traffic can affect the jitter at each
hop, but theworst casedelay variation doesnot require knowl-
edge of the intensity of the non-VW TAs. Each VW packet
can be jittered by non-VW TAs as much asτotherl at each link
whereτotherl is the longest possible value. Then:

Jothermax≤
h

∑
l=1

τotherl (9)

where the summation is over the contribution to jitter of each
node along the route andτotherl must be determined for each
link if the network link bandwidth is not homogeneous. A
looser bound can be obtained by replacing the summation with
h· τothermax.

2.5.6 Example PHBs and resultant PDB parameters

Jitter for priority schedulers. Delay variation in a mixed
traffic network is minimized when VW packets havestrict pri-
ority in forwarding nodes, i.e., a VW packet will only queue
for a non-VW packet if it is already in service when the VW
packet arrives.8 The largest jitter to a VW flow occurs if all
flows arrive at the minimum bandwidth hop simultaneously
such that the flow’spckti is at the front of the VW queue,
pckti+1at the end. Then:

Jsel f( f ) ≤ Jsel f( f )max = Σn
j=1 j 6= f

Sj

Bmin
≤ (n−1) · Smax

Bmin
(10)

where the second term bound is tighter if theSj are close in
size. If additional restrictions on the maximum number of VW
flows that share links are present and known,n in eqn 10 can

8An IP link scheduler is non-preemptive at the packet level. Fragmentation
is only used very occasionally and on low bandwidth links. This would make
the bound lower, but the analysis is identical, only using a smaller worst case
wait, so it is not discussed further in this paper.



be replaced with the upper bound on the number of VW flows
to share a single output link

Since the VW traffic aggregate is uncorrelated with the other
traffic aggregates, a VW packet may arrive at any time during
the service of a non-VW packet at a particular link. In the
worst case, a VW packet at linkl will have to wait forτotherl =
MTU

Bl
.

Thus for a network domain ofh hops,Jothermax = ∑h
l=1

MTU
Bl

,
and using eqn 10 in eqn 7:

Tvw≥
h

∑
l=1

MTU
Bl

+Σn
j=1 j 6= f

Sj

Bmin
+

Sf

Bmin
=

h

∑
l=1

MTU
Bl

+
Svw

Bmin
.

Jitter for a round-robin scheduler. Though a fairly com-
mon vendor implementation choice, Weighted-Round-Robin
and Deficit-Round-Robin schedulers can lead to large jitter.
Nevertheless, such schedulers can be suitable for the VW
PDB.Let weightWq be the maximum number of bytes sent
at each visit to queueq. The worst case cycle time of a
WRR or a DRR scheduler can be written asτcycle = Σq

Wq
B .

Thenτother = 1
B · (ΣWq−Wvw). Many implementations com-

pute weights in number of packets, as in the example here.
Packet sizes for the non-VW TA are bounded byMTU and
packet sizes for the VW TA are bounded bySmax≤MTU. As-
sume the upper limits and write:

τother =
MTU

B
· (ΣWq−Wvw)

where theWq are in packet counts and must be integer.

In figure 4, the VW traffic aggregate is using queue 5 config-
ured at 50% of the output link bandwidth (weight 5), queue 4
has 40% (weight 4)and queue 1 has 10% (weight 1). The worst
case variation inq5’s inter-departure time occurs ifq1 andq4
are both backlogged. In this case 4 packets fromq4 and one
packet fromq1are sent immediately after every 5 packets from
q5 so 17% ofq5’s packets are separated by 6 MTU times and
the remainder are back-to-back.

For this scheduler note that, since the weights must be inte-
gers, the maximum jitter is dependent on thesmallestshare
allocated. For example, ifq1 has a share of 1% of the output
link, q4 49% andq5 still has 50%, the total number of shares
in τcycle is 100 and the scheduler will delay 50 packet times
before revisitingq5. Even if the amount of traffic admitted to
the TA usingq5 is limited to far less than 50% of the link, the
cycle time must still include the 50 packets of nonq5 traffic.
Thus, increasing the share ofq5 beyond its allocation cannot
decreaseJmax.

Schedulers with different ways of sharing the link could de-
crease the maximum jitter contribution by decreasingτcycle.
The above example is one of the poorer choices of link sched-
uler for realizing a VW PDB but it can still be utilized to de-
liver an appropriate virtual priority per-hop behavior.

WRR/DRR
Scheduler


5


weight


4


1


Figure 4: Example of delay variation due to scheduler

2.5.7 On relating VW rate allocations and jitter

The VW PDB rate allocation trades off with jitter bounds. As
Rvw≤ Svw/Tvw, we now have

Tvw≥maxl (k · τcyclel )+Σh
l=1τotherl (11)

SinceRvw≥ Σn
j=1Rj andTvw≤ Tj , rate allocations among the

different ingresses or flows can only be varied by increasing
individualTj ’s and by variations inSj ’s. Then largest rate that
can be allocated isRj = MTU

Tvw
. A smallTvw minimizes jitter, but

may limit Svw so that either the total rate allocation is small or
the number of individual VW flow allocations is quite limited.
A largeTvw increases domain jitter. Further, as more separate
allocations are made,n increases, and the self-jitter increases.

2.6 Extending the definition to gain efficiency

2.6.1 Mixed rates and inefficiency

Tvw defines a time frame during which we can send no more
than the amount of VW data which the domain can handle,
Svw and thus far we have further constrainedTvw to keepα = 0
in eqn 3 which requires treating all allocations as if they were
Rmax. Suppose there are 3 VW flows using the same packet
size,S, two of rateR and one of rate 2·R to be sent through
a single wire domain, like the one shown earlier in figure 3.
Then each flow must be allocated a rate 2·R and 6·R≤ B, an
inefficient use of the bandwidth.

Suppose thatB = 4 ·R, exactly the sum of the actual VW flow
rates and we attempt to apply the VW PDB. Figure 5 shows the
lower rate flows, black and light gray, allocated 1/4 share each
while the higher rate flow (dark gray) gets a 1/2 share. Dark
gray’s shadow isTdg = 2·S(the dotted dark gray line), the oth-
ers are 4·S. The emulated circuits can have any relative time
phase, so packets from all three may arrive simultaneously at
I. I has no per-flow state, thus the serving order for the three
is random and the two low rate circuits may be served before
the high rate. Thus there are no dark gray packets in its third
shadow frame and two in its fourth. This results in a non-zero
α in eqn 3 though only one other packet could be encountered
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Figure 5: Effect of different circuit rates

in this case, thusα = 0 for all even values ofi. If the dark
gray circuit usesdplayout = maxjTj ≤ Jmax, it can still be re-
constructed without gaps.

2.6.2 Delay variation and use of the domain shadow
frame when α > 0

Use of a non-zeroα leads to more efficiency in the VW PDB,
but it must be applied so that delay variation is bounded and an
intuitive use of the domain shadow frame results. Revisiting
section 2.2 and eqn 3, delay is bounded if, for somem, pckti
never queues behindpckti−m, i.e., a maximum ofm packets
of the same VW flow may be present in the same queue in-
side the domain. This implies that in eqn 3,α = 0 for all
i = m,2m,3m, ... and that jitter from thesem packets cannot
accumulate past the shadow frame timeTvw. With this exten-
sion, larger rate allocations can be made by permitting individ-
ual flows to send more packets duringTvw. That is, individual
rate allocationsRj are not limited to a maximum of one MTU
duringTvw and the individual circuit frames,Tj , can besmaller
thanTvw. The rate bound remains the same,Rvw≥ Σn

j=1Rj , but

now we can allocate individual rates up toRj = m·Sj
Tvw

wherem
is an integer. Then ingressj can send one packet of size≤ Sj

everyTj = Tvw
m . Clearly, no value ofTj is less thanSmin

Rvw
where

Sj = Smin, the smallest packet size possible for the domain.

More specifically, for each emulated circuit or ingress, there is
anmj which gives bothTj = Tvw

mj
and the maximum number of

packets of VW flowj that a packet of flowj can queue behind,
mj −1. Define

mj ·Tj = k ·Tvw

where bothmj andk are arbitrary integers larger than 1, but
subject to the constraints above and

Tvw≥
∑ j mj ·Sj

Rvw
.

with worst-case self-jitter for a particular flow

Jsel fmax =
∑ j j 6=i

mj ·Sj

Bmin
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Figure 6: Probability density of non-VW jitter after 1 to 3 hops

The most efficient allocation then is whenk = 1. That is, pick
Tvw for a domain as in eqn 5 such that thesmallestdesired rate
allocation is expressed as a basic rate,Smax

Tvw
. This means that

every shadow frame will holdat least (rather thanat most)
one packet of an actively sending ingress or emulated circuit
j. This treats the larger rate flows like an aggregate of mini-
mum rate flows, a particularly appropriate choice if the flow
is indeed an aggregate, e.g., a trunk containing many voice
calls. In the allocation and provisioning process, each emu-
lated circuit or ingress should be given a rate allocation that
is a multiple of the basic rate for the domain. Then the worst
case self-jitter occurs by queuing behind one packet of each of
these basic rate allocations9, or

Jsel fmax =
Rvw
Smax
Tvw

· Smax

Bmin
=

Rvw ·Tvw

Bmin

2.7 Putting the jitter effects together:
practical limits

Relaxing the dependence on hop count.The worst case jitter
from non-VW traffic is linearly dependent on the length of the
path (in hops) that a packet follows. Thisworst casebound is
highly unlikely and where it is sufficient to statistically bound
jitter to a very high probability, the dependence on hop count
can be greatly relaxed. In general, the approach of statistically
bounding service quality is quite practical and frequently used,
e.g. “five nines” availability.

If the other traffic fills its share of the network (a congested
network) and all packets have lengthMTU, then the probabil-
ity of waiting at each hop is uniformly distributed from 0 to
τother. Assuming that all hops have the sameτother, the spread
of possible values afterh hops is from0 to h · τother. The joint
probability function for all the hops is the convolution of that
of the individual hops, illustrated graphically in figure 6 where
the single hop worst case is normalized to unity. ([SLFCNV]
contains a useful and readable analysis of the evolution of the

9The arithmetic is altered somewhat ifSj < Smax, but the results are
straightforward.



parameters of the convolved density function withh.) The con-

volved pdf approaches Gaussian distribution,e
−x2

2σ2

σ
√

2π
with mean

valueµh = h
2 ·τother. This is not a tight estimate untilh is large,

but the spread of the Gaussian islarger than that of the convo-
lution, overestimating the spread, thus suiting our needs quite
well. A bound of 99th percentile for the Gaussian distribution
(±3σ of the mean) used to estimate the actual distribution is a
higher probability bound (≥ 99%) for the actual distribution.

When delays are distributed uniformly overτother at each hop,

σh =

√
h· τother

12
and3σh

∼= 0.9
√

h· τother

With stationary link utilization levels, 6σh would be useful as
a high probability estimate of theJothermax about the mean. Ex-
perimentally convolving these functions shows that, at each
hop, 2σh, or∼= 0.6

√
h· τother is sufficient to yield a 97.5th per-

centile bound. As stationary utilization levels can not be as-
sumed in general, a high probability bound for domain jitter
that holds without regard to fluctuations in traffic load must
cover the range from one packet seeing the minimum delay to
an adjacent packet seeing the maximum delay a packet is likely
to see under high load conditions orJest

othermax
= µh + 2σh =

h·τother
2 +0.6

√
h· τother. Most ISP domains have maximum di-

ameters of about six hops and most enterprise domains about
10 to 12 hops. If, as a practical matter, a value of k =

√
h of

3 to 5 is used, the resulting bound covers jitter to a very high
probability.

Effects of realistic utilizations and packet sizes.Two of the
above assumptions lead to larger values ofτother than in re-
alistic networks, 1)MTU-sized packets and 2) high link uti-
lization. Network studies show more than half of all packets
are smaller than 100 bytes and the effect of the presence of
smaller-than-MTU sizedother packets will decreaseτother .
Further, most network links are utilized at levels much less
than 100% making the probability of incurringno delay at a
hop more likely. If the per-hop probability is weighted by
the link’s utilization, it changes the per-hop distribution to
an impulse weight of 1− util at 0 and, roughly, the rest of
the probability,utilization, uniformly distributed from0 to
τother. The latter has the effect of decreasing the mean value to
utilization×µh without the weight at zero delay. A practical,
but still conservative, jitter bound is:

Jest
othermax

= util · (µh +2σh) = util · (h· τother

2
+0.6

√
h· τother)

(12)
when all hops have the sameτother. If not, replaceh · τother

with ∑h
l=1 τotherl . If the values ofτotherl are greatly different,

it may be best to put the hop with the large value ofτother

into another DS domain, re-timing at the edge. That is, where
specific highly utilized links exist next to several less utilized

links (e.g. at an access network), those links should be made
to belong to a separate DS domain.

Implications for real networks. Although the hop count con-
tribution to Jothermax at first appears daunting, it becomes less
so when 1) a high probability bound is acceptable in place of
the upper bound and 2) typical hop counts for domains are
considered. Further, in many cases, the rate allocations of the
VW PDB and, indeed the totalRvw, are modest compared to
the capacity of the network links, enabling simplifications in
provisioning and use. These computations are useful in un-
derstanding delay variation and its bounds and trade-offs in
provisioning, but may also be used to give confidence to work
from measurement samples of the real probability distribution
of jitter across the target network domain, using this under-
standing of the actual distribution to inform setting the value
of Jmax. An example of a closely related empirical approach is
outlined in [EMP] for a tier 1 ISP.

3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

OF THE VW PDB

The results of the previous sections can be applied to more
formally specify a VW PDB and its resultant attributes as in
[RFC3086]. This specification covers traffic conditioning at
the domain edge, PHB configuration, parameterized attributes,
and rules for concatenating this PDB across domains to build
a service description.

3.1 The VW PDB at the edge:
traffic conditioning

Figure 7 illustrates a DS domain on which a VW PDB has
been defined with parameters(Rvw,Tvw,Jmax,Smax).The edge
of D, shown as a “cloud” outline, must enforce the rules on
entry to the VW PDB’s traffic aggregate. As long as packets
enter the VW traffic aggregate (by crossing the domain edge)
at less than or equal to the VW PDB’s configured rateRvw, the
packets will be delivered across the domain with a very high
probability and with almost no distortion of the inter-packet
timing imposed by the source. However, any packets sourced
at a rate greater than the VW configured rate will be uncon-
ditionally discarded. In general, a VW PDB is said to have a
configured rateRvw = Svw

Tvw
.

“Sourced at a rate greater than the VW configured rate”is
defined as sending more thanSvw bytes inTvw with respect to
a measurement intervalintervali . Measurement intervals are
defined relative to the arrival time of the first VW packet,t0, as

intervali = [t0 + i ·Tvw−2∆, t0 + i ·Tvw+2∆) (13)

wherei ≥ 1 andTvw≥ 2 ·∆ ≥ 0. The intent of the parameter
∆ is to 1) allow enforcement of the spacing of the arriving
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Figure 7: A VW PDB on DS Domain D

packets and 2) avoid placing the measurement interval where
small perturbations of arrival time would result in a violation
for an otherwise compliant traffic aggregate. Thus∆ should be
the maximum permitted jitter in the arrival flow and, as such,
must be included into its reconstruction delay at egress. If a
range of packet sizes is permitted in the ingress flow,∆ will
need to be large enough to include the variation,Smax−Smin

R . To
reduce buffering and the resultant delay in the reconstructed
signal,∆ should be kept small.10

A policer thatenforces the rules on entryto the VW PDB’s ag-
gregate only allows the allocated number of packets to be ad-
mitted during eachTvw. It can be described as a token bucket
of depth∑ j mj , where each token is good for one packet and
the additional restriction can be enforced that all packets must
be≤ Smax. The token bucket fill rate isTvw, with tokens deliv-
ered at the beginning of timeintervali and expired (if not used)
at the end ofintervali .11 An appropriate shaper for a confor-
mant packet flow for this PDB would send one packet (of size
≤ Smax) every Tvw

∑ j mj
.

Synchronized enforcement over the entire boundary is not nec-
essary. In practice, an allocation process distributes the VW
PDB among somen ingress ports of the domain and enforce-
ment is also distributed among the ingress ports. Each ingress
then becomes responsible for policing its allocation of the VW
PDB for the domain. The notion of a “VW flow”, a convenient
fiction inside the cloud, has meaning at the domain edge as one
of then allocation chunks. At the edge, classifiers and policers
are used to construct a flow that conforms to both the require-
ments of the VW PDB and its allocation policies. Each ingress
VW flow is strictly policed to its rateRj where packet sizes do
not exceedSmax, though an allocation policy can be applied
that further restricts a particular domain ingress to packets not
to exceed sizeSj ≤ Smax, and packets enter spaced in time at

Tj = Rj
Sj

.

For distributed enforcement, the restriction can be written for
each ingress by replacingTvw andSmax in equation 13 with the

10It should be possible to more closely bound the measurement interval if
some feedback mechanism is applied to the input stream.

11This is necessary as late arrivals will be permitted if tokens are not ex-
pired.

ingress’sTj andSj and a∆ j specific to that ingress. For exam-
ple, in figure 7, the VW PDB’s rateRvw can be split among
the six ingress ports so thatΣ6

j=1Rj = Rvw, Sj ≤ Smax, and
mj · Tj = Tvw. Any partitioning is possible that obeys those
constraints. The worst case “self jitter” for the VW aggregate
increases bymj packets with each additional ingress policing
point.

Packets that pass this policing must be marked in their DSCP
field with the codepoint that selects the PHB configured as de-
scribed in Section 3.2.

3.2 Individual node PHB requirements:
virtual priority queue (VPQ)

This section specifies the required configuration for the PHB
used by VW and the relationship of the per hop parameters
to bounds on the VW parameters. In application, some itera-
tion of parameters may be needed subject to realizability con-
straints.

Relating Rvw, the total VW rate on the domain, to PHBs.
VW PDB parameters(Rvw,Tvw,Jmax,Smax) derive from the
limitation of the per-hop behavior that can be configured on
each particular domain. The maximum rate for the VW TA
that can be supported on a hop isτvw

τcycle
·Bl (τvw andτcycle as

in section 3.1). The minimum value of this bound on all the
domain’s hops upper boundsRvw. ThenTvw is lower bounded
by considering the maximum jitter of the domain andSvw is
the amount of VW traffic that can be transmitted by every hop
overTvw.

Relationship of Svw. Svw is the maximum number of bytes
that may be sent in that time window,Svw = Rvw

Tvw
. However,

it also can be used to compute the maximum self-jitter a VW
packet of sizeS can see,Jsel fmax = Svw−S

Bmin
. If there is a target

number of emulated circuits for a domain or, alternatively, a
target number of “basic rate allocations”, wheren is that target,
thenSvw = ∑n

j=1Sj .

Relating Tvw to PHBs. A VW PDB can be constructed on
a domain if the individual nodes can be configured so as to
bound the forwarding jitter of each packet. Thepacket for-
warding jitter is defined as the difference between the node
service time for anypckti (of sizeS) that may experience com-
peting traffic at the node and the node service time for the same
size (and DSCP) packet (sent on a link of bandwidthB) when
there is no competing traffic. Thus the packet forwarding jitter
≤ (τcycle+ f wd)− ( S

B + f wd) = τcycle− S
B whereτcycle is the

scheduler cycle for the node as defined in section 2.5.5. This
bound must hold so long as the arrival rate of the aggregate
to its queue does not exceed its configured bound. The arrival
rate of the aggregate is said to bewithin its configured bound
if, in a network which is conditioned at the edge as described
in section 3.1, there is someτcycle for which the number of



VW bytes arriving at the node does not exceedSvw. The do-
main shadow frame is lower bounded by the largestτcycle on
all possible VW hops,maxh(τcycleh)≤ Tvw.

For a priority queue (PQ) scheduler,Rvw = Smax
Smax+MTU ·Bmin. If

the desired allocations for the domain results inSvw bytes per
shadow frame, thenTvw = Svw · Smax+MTU

Smax·Bmin
. If Smax= MTU and

all Sj = Smax, thenTvw = 2·n· MTU
Bmin

. ThenJmaxcan be reduced
by decreasingn, and thusSvw, butRvw cannot be changed.

We define a node to exhibit virtual priority queue per-hop be-
havior over some timeτvpq if the forwarding behavior “looks
like” a priority queue to packets of the VW traffic aggregate
over τvpq that is, there is a finiteτcycle = τvpq = Svw

B + τother.
We refer to the time periodτvpq as theVPQ boundof a partic-
ular output link.

3.3 Concatenating VW PDBs

Each domain boundary output interface that can be the egress
for VW traffic must strictly shape that traffic as described in
section 3.1. The shaping parameters must not be more aggres-
sive than the policing parameters the downstream domain uses
at its ingress. As part of the VW PDB definition, each do-
main boundary input interface that can be the ingress for VW
traffic must strictly police that traffic as described in section
3.1. The two DS domains must agree upon how the traffic
from the upstream will be policed at the downstream. There
are many methods of doing so, most current ones reflecting
business practices rather than technical practices. Each DS
domain reconstructs an unjittered stream, but at the cost of de-
lay. This delay has a known bound that can also be exported
to any downstream DS domains if necessary.

3.4 Real world considerations

Section 1.1 listed our assumptions on routing and their jus-
tification. Although routing instability will generally translate
directly into VW service degradation, properly configured net-
works do not experience frequent routing changes as they can
lead to packet loss and excessive delays. Networks that expe-
rience routing problems on time scales short enough to have a
significant impact on the service level that can be specified for
a VW service are not good candidates for VW. It is possible
for a particular VW service to see no disruption after a routing
event since effects depend on the severity of the problem and
the VW packets should clear the network most quickly. A rea-
sonable expectation on frequency of routing outages should be
accommodated statistically in an SLA for a VW service.

Multipath routing of VW will, in general, increase the jitter
and degrade the service unless either the paths are exactly the
same length, technology, and configuration (so there is no ef-
fect on jitter) and/or the routing decision is such that it always

sends any particular customer down the same path. The inter-
ested reader should be able to follow the analysis to see that
each multipathing opportunity in the network could lead, at
worst, to a VW packet being displaced one more time by a
packet that it has previously met. In conservative allocations,
this is likely to be subsumed by the allocation for “other” jitter,
but it is certainly possible to account for it.

The analysis assumed traffic policers and link schedulers are
perfect and mathematically exact. For real world applicabil-
ity, incorporating 5-10% overhead factors should accommo-
date deviations from perfection.

4 IMPLEMENTATION CONCERNS

AND EXAMPLES

Definition of a VW PDB is one step in IP circuit emulation.
For large scale practical applicability, provisioning algorithms
and software capable of handling a non-trivial number of cir-
cuits should be investigated and evolved, a process that can be
highly dependent on topological effects. Such work is suffi-
cient for another paper, but simple techniques are effective in
some cases; the approach in [EMP] for example, or this small
motivational example on enterprise voice-over-IP.

An enterprise uses VW to provision a large scale, internal
VoIP telephony system. Internal links are all Fast Ether-
net (100Mb/s) or above, arranged in a three-level hierarchy
(switching/aggregation/routing) so the network diameter is 5
hops. Typical telephone audio codecs deliver a packet every
20ms. At this codec rate, RTP encapsulated G.711 voice is
200 byte packets and G.729 voice is 60 byte packets.12

Using G.711,Jothermax = 5 · 1500bytes
100Mbps = 0.6ms and Jsel fmax =

n · 200bytes
100Mbps. R is the basic rate allocation for this VW PDB of

80 kbps and the shadow frameTvw is most sensibly defined at
20 ms, its minimum. Then the largest number of calls for this
network isn = 19.4ms

0.016ms
∼= 1200 which has aJmax = 19.84ms.

Jmax can be reduced by using a smaller value ofn, the smallest
possible being a single call with aJmax = 0.6ms. SinceJmax

defines the additional delay added to packets of the call, its
target value should be used to pickn. For example, if the target
is to have no more than 10ms of additional delay, then only 600
calls should be admitted. An adaptive play-out mechanism can
reduce the expected value of this delay withJmax then upper
bounding it.

The preceding holds onlyif the ingress can simultaneously po-
lice both packet and bit rate. If the ingress can police only one
of these then only 75 calls can be admitted because each packet
might be as long as an MTU.

12We deliberately do a worst-case analysis, ignoring the effect of RTP
header compression.



If the codecs use the smaller G.729 frames, about 4000 calls
can be admitted if the maximum jitter is allowed or 2000 for a
10 msJmax. This paper does not discuss methods of limiting
the number of calls admitted, but, for some networks, policing
the flows might be considered sufficient.
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